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Abstract - Content Addressable Memory (CAM) is a special
type of computer memory used in certain very high speed
searching applications. It is also known as associative
memory or associative storage or associative array. Content
Addressable Memory (CAM) is frequently used in
applications, such as lookup tables, databases, associative
computing and networking, that requires high-speed
searches due to its ability to improve application
performance by using parallel comparison to reduce search
time. Although the use of parallel comparison results in
reduced search time, it also significantly increases power
consumption. This project proposes a Parameter Extractor,
based on ones-count approach. The major contribution of
this project is that it proposed ones-count Parameter
Extractor can achieve faster search capability compared to
the conventional CAM.

Keywords - Data Memory, Cam Block, Control Block,
One’s Count Method, CAM.

I. INTRODUCTION

Most memory devices store and retrieve data by
addressing specific memory locations. As a result, this
path often becomes the limiting factor for systems that rely
on fast memory accesses. The time required to find an
item stored in memory can be reduced considerably if the
item can be identified for access by its content rather than
by its address. A memory that is accessed in this way is
called content-addressable memory or CAM. It provides a
performance advantage over other memory search
algorithms, such as binary or tree-based searches or look-
aside tag buffers, by comparing the desired information
against the entire list of pre-stored entries simultaneously,
often resulting in an order-of-magnitude reduction in the
search time.

Classically a CAM is defined as a functional memory
with a large amount of stored data that simultaneously
compares the input search data with the stored data. Once
matching data are found, their addresses are returned as
output as shown in Fig.

Fig.1. Conventional CAM architecture

Unlike standard computer memory (random access
memory or RAM) in which the user supplies a memory
address and the RAM returns the data word stored at that
address, a CAM is designed such that the user supplies a
data word and the CAM searches its entire memory to see
if that data word is stored anywhere in it. If the data word
is found, the CAM returns a list of one or more storage
addresses where the word was found (and in some
architecture, it also returns the data word, or other
associated pieces of data). Thus, a CAM is the hardware
embodiment of what in software terms would be called an
array. Content-addressable memories (CAMs) are
hardware search engines that are much faster than
algorithmic approaches for search-intensive applications.
CAMs are composed of conventional semiconductor
memory (usually SRAM) with added comparison circuitry
that enables a search operation to complete in a single
clock cycle. CAM can be used as looks up table that suite
for AES applications.

A content-addressable memory (CAM) is a critical
device for applications involving asynchronous transfer
mode (ATM), communication networks, databases, lookup
tables, tag directories, data compression, pattern-
recognition and security or encryption information on a
packet-by-packet basis for high-performance data
switches, firewalls, bridges and routers due to its high-
speed data search capability. The vast number of
comparison operations required by CAMs consumes a
large amount of power. So pre computation techniques
have evolved.

II. CAM ARCHITECTURE

Fig.2. Memory organization of CAM architecture

Fig shows the memory organization of the PB-CAM
architecture which consists of data memory, parameter
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memory, and parameter extractor, where   k << n. To
reduce massive comparison operations for data searches,
the operation is divided into two parts. In the first part, the
parameter extractor extracts a parameter from the input
data, which is then compared to parameters stored in
parallel in the parameter memory. If no match is returned
in the first part, it means that the input data mismatch the
data related to the stored parameter. Otherwise, the data
related to those stored parameters have to be compared in
the second part. It should be noted that although the first
part must access the entire parameter memory, the
parameter memory is far smaller than that of the CAM
(data memory). Moreover, since comparisons made in the
first part have already filtered out the unmatched data, the
second part only needs to compare the data that match
from the first part. The CAM exploits this characteristic to
reduce the comparison operations, thereby saving power.
Therefore, the parameter extractor of the PB-CAM is
critical, because it determines the number of comparison
operations in the second part. So, the parameter extractor
plays a significant role since this circuit determines the
number of comparison operations required in the second
part. Therefore, the design goal of the parameter extractor
is to filter out as many unmatched data as possible to
minimize the required number of comparison operations in
the second part. Two parameter extractors are discussed,
namely One’s count parameter extractor and Block-XOR
parameter extractor.

III. ONE’S COUNT APPROACH

For ones count approach, with an n-bit data length, there
are n+1 types of ones count (from 0 ones to n ones count).
Further, it is necessary to add an extra type of ones count
to indicate the availability of stored data. Therefore, the
minimal bit length of the parameter is equal to log (n+ 2).
The below fig 5 shows the conceptual view of one’s count
approach. The extra information holds the number of ones
in the stored word. For example, in fig.10, when searching
for the data word, 01001101, the pre-computation circuit
the number of ones (which is four in this case). The
number four is compared on the left-hand side to the
stored one’s count. Only matchlines PML5 and PML7
match, since only they have a one’s count of four. In the

Fig.3.1. Conceptual view of one’s count approach

data-memory stage in fig, only two comparisons actively
consume power and only matchlines PML5 results in a
match. The 14-bit ones-count parameter extractor is
implemented with full adders as shown in Fig. 3.2.

Fig.3.2. One’s count parameter extractor

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this chapter simulation results of implemented
modules are discussed along with their RTL schematics
and output waveforms. This work mainly concerned with
the implementation of the low power precomputation-
based CAM in VHDL. The developed VHDL code was
synthesizable also, by which it can be implemented in
hardware also. A program synthesizable implies that it is
implantable in hardware (in FPGA device). In this work
every VHDL code developed has been synthesized using
Xilinx9.2i. Technology used was SPARTAN III, product
of XILINX.
4.1 Results of one’s count parameter extractor

The fig shows the simulation output for the 14-bit one’s
count parameter extractor. The one’s count parameter
extractor counts the number of ones in the given input
sequence, and gives the count as the output. For a 14-bit
input data the extracted output is log(14+2) = 4-bit. The
output is termed as parameter

Fig.4.1. VHDL output for one’s count parameter extractor.
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Fig.4.2. Result of data memory

Fig.4.3. Result of cam memory

Fig.4.4. Result of control block

Fig.4.5 RTL schematic of CAM

Fig.4.6 CAM VHDL output

V. CONCLUSION & FUTURE SCOPE

Conclusion:
In this project 14-bit low power pre-computation–based

content addressable memory (CAM) is simulated in
VHDL. In addition, it takes less area as compared with the
one’s count parameter extractor. This CAM takes data as
input and gives the address pointing to the same data as
well as different data as an output exactly after one clock
cycle. So it is flexible and adaptive for the low power and
high speed search applications.
Future Scope:

Mathematical analysis and simulation results confirmed
that the one’s count PB-CAM can effectively save power
by reducing the number of comparison operations
compared to conventional CAM.

In this project Block-XOR PB-CAM and a gate-block
selection algorithm was proposed. The proposed algorithm
can synthesize a proper parameter extractor of the PB-
CAM for a specific data type. Mathematical analysis and
simulation results confirmed that the proposed PB-CAM
effectively save power by reducing the number of
comparison operations in the data comparison process. In
addition, the proposed parameter extractor can compute
parameter bits in parallel with only three logic gate delays
for any input bit length (i.e. constant delay of search
operation).
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